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Abstract—Nowadays, digital content is widespread and also
easily redistributable, either lawfully or unlawfully. Images and
other digital content can also mutate as they spread out. For
example, after images are posted on the Internet, other users can
copy, resize and/or re-encode them and then repost their versions,
thereby generating similar but not identical copies. While it is
straightforward to detect exact image duplicates, this is not the
case for slightly modified versions. In the last decade, some re-
searchers have successfully focused on the design and deployment
of near-duplicate detection and recognition systems to identify
the cohabiting versions of a given document in the wild. Those
efforts notwithstanding, only recently have there been the first
attempts to go beyond the detection of near-duplicates to find
the structure of evolution within a set of images. In this paper,
we tackle and formally define the problem of identifying these
image relationships within a set of near-duplicate images, what
we call Image Phylogeny Tree (IPT), due to its natural analogy
with biological systems. The mechanism of building IPTs aims at
finding the structure of transformations and their parameters if
necessary, among a near-duplicate image set, and has immediate
applications in security and law-enforcement, forensics, copyright
enforcement, and news tracking services. We devise a method
for calculating an asymmetric dissimilarity matrix from a set of
near-duplicate images and formally introduce an efficient algo-
rithm to build IPTs from such a matrix. We validate our approach
with more than 625 000 test cases, including both synthetic and
real data, and show that when using an appropriate dissimilarity
function we can obtain good IPT reconstruction even when some
pieces of information are missing. We also evaluate our solution
when there are more than one near-duplicate sets in the pool of
analysis and compare to other recent related approaches in the
literature.

Index Terms—Image dependencies, image phylogeny, image
phylogeny tree, image’s ancestry relationships, near-duplicate
detection and recognition, near-duplicates kinship.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE Internet and social networking have become popular
in the last two decades. Because of the simplification of

authoring and sharing tools that are now available, publishing
and sharing new ideas online has never been so easy. As an ex-
ample, the Flickr online photo sharing service receives 5.2 thou-
sand high-resolution images per minute and the Youtube video
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service receives a staggering 24 minutes of video per second.1

Unfortunately, the ease of sharing and distribution also has its
consequences. Images and video content can “mutate” as they
spread out and some of the modified versions are not always au-
thorized. For example, after images are posted on the Internet,
other users can copy, resize and/or re-encode them and then re-
post their versions, thereby generating similar but not identical
copies. Sometimes the creation of such duplications infringe
copyrights or even spread illegal content over the Internet.
Although the detection of exact image duplicates is straight-

forward, this is not the case for slightly modified duplicates [1],
[2]. In the last decade, several research groups have successfully
focused on the design and deployment of systems to identify the
cohabiting versions of a given document in the wild. The litera-
ture has named this family of problems near-duplicate detection
and recognition (NDDR) of a document. The problem of detec-
tion verifies whether or not two documents are near copies of
each other. The problem of recognition finds all member docu-
ments that are near copies of a given query in a large collection
of documents.
NDDR techniques are a first step for several applications such

as:
1) reducing the number of versions of a document, for storage
and management purposes;

2) tracking the legal distribution and spread of a document on
the Internet;

3) copyright and intellectual property protection;
4) illegal material detection and apprehension.
A far more challenging task, which has been vastly over-

looked until recently, arises when we want to identify which
document is the original within a set of near-duplicates and the
structure of generation of each near-duplicate. Only recently
have there been the first attempts to go beyond the detection
and recognition part of the problem to identify the structure of
relationships within a set of near-duplicates [3]–[5]. In this sce-
nario, given a set of near-duplicate images, we are interested in
the history of the transformations that generated these images.
This problem has direct applications in the following areas.
1) Security: the modification’s graph of a set of documents
provides information of suspects’ behavior, and points out
the directions of content distribution.

2) Forensics: better results can be achieved if the analysis is
performed in the original document instead of in a near-
duplicate [6].

3) Copyright enforcement: traitor tracing without the
requirement of source control techniques such as water-
marking or fingerprinting.

4) News tracking services: the near-duplicate relationships
can feed news tracking services with key elements for de-

1Statistics collected directly on the websites on January 25th, 2011.
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termining the opinion forming process across time and
space [4], [5].

The identification of the original document’s generating
structure of modifications has a natural analogy with the bio-
logical evolution process. In biology, we can look at the process
of evolution as a branching process, whereby populations
change over time and may speciate into separate branches. We
can visualize the branching process as a phylogenetic tree [7].
Just as organisms evolve in biology, a document can change

over time to slightly different versions of itself, where later
on each of these versions can generate other versions. Some-
times the changes are unintentional such as those resulting from
copying errors inserted during the process of preservation or du-
plication of manuscripts, such as the famous case of the Book
of Soyga [8], common errors on logarithm tables replications
[9], [10], or even copyist errors in ancient documents [11], [12].
In other situations, the changes are intentional such as when
a forger modifies a document with the intent of deceiving the
viewer [13].
In this context, given a set of near-duplicate images, we

would like to identify their causal relationships and trans-
formations. We name this problem “Image Phylogeny”. This
structure (Phylogeny Tree) tells the evolving history of the
image, even when some pieces, or connections, are missing.
With an Image Phylogeny Tree (IPT) we aim at finding the
structure of transformations, and possibly their parameters, that
embodies the phylogenetic relationships within a given set of
near-duplicate images.
Under proper assumptions, we could approach this problem

with watermarking and fingerprinting techniques [14]. We
would be able to analyze the document’s markings to recover
its history in case the document leaks onto the Internet, poten-
tially having multiple variations. This is known in the literature
as traitor tracing.
However, traitor tracing and watermarking solutions are not

always possible.
1) Transformations on the document can destroy its markings.
2) Awareness of markings allows attempts to circumvent
them.

3) Watermarking only works for documents reproduced
after their adoption, leaving copies before adoption
unidentifiable.

4) It is not always possible to assume knowledge about the
ownership of the source.

In this paper, we show that to build an image phylogeny tree
with respect to a set near-duplicate images, we need to think
of this problem under two vantage points: first, we need to find
a robust and informative dissimilarity function to compare the
image duplicates; second, we need to devise a proper algorithm
capable of creating such a tree from the dissimilarities available
to it. For the first problem, we devise a method for calculating
an asymmetric dissimilarity matrix from a set of near-duplicate
images and, for the second problem, we introduce an algorithm
to find the phylogenetic relationships of the images based on
the calculated dissimilarities. Our new algorithm is based on a
modified minimum spanning treemethod that has a low compu-
tational footprint (polynomial complexity). As we believe there
is further interest for this problem, we also define and use an

evaluation methodology that includes several quantitative met-
rics to evaluate a reconstructed tree for a given set of near-dupli-
cate images even when some pieces of information are missing.
Section II presents related work in the literature of near-du-

plicate detection and recognition as well as the most recent
community efforts to trace down the image relationships
within a set of near-duplicate images. Section III defines the
problem of image phylogeny and its properties. Section IV
formally introduces our solution toward image phylogeny trees.
Section V formalizes the methodology used in the experiments.
Finally, Section VI presents the performed experiments while
Section VII concludes the paper and discusses possible future
work and further improvements.

II. RELATED WORK

A near-duplicate is a transformed version of a document that
remains recognizable. Joly et al. [2] formally proposes a defi-
nition of what a duplicate is, based on the notion of tolerated
transformations. According to the authors, a document is a
near-duplicate of a document , if , , where
is a set of tolerated transformations. is called the original

document, patient zero, or the root of the document evolution
tree.
A family of transformations can contain several combi-

nations of transformations such as ,
. Given an original document , we can construct

a tree of all its near-duplications as Fig. 1 depicts.
A duplicate is a pairwise equivalence relationship. It links the

original document to any of its variations through a transforma-
tion (e.g., warping and cropping, compression, color and inten-
sity correction and adjustments). If a document has a direct
duplicate and has a direct duplicate , then document
is, in turn, a duplicate of document .
Basically, there exist two different near-duplicate detection

philosophies: 1) watermarking and fingerprinting-based and
2) content-based approaches. Watermarking and fingerprinting
methods rely on the embedding of a signature within the
original document before its dissemination [14]. With water-
marking and fingerprinting methods, it is possible to detect the
original marked artwork by checking the signature’s presence
and the modification patterns within the documents. In contrast,
content-based methods rely on the analysis of the document’s
content in order to extract relevant visual features. These
methods identify when a set of features are close to those of
the original document [1], [2]. In Fig. 1, if we have a document

which is watermarked and fingerprinted (referenced)
we are able to actively trace it as well as its descendants by
analyzing the patterns left on the markings themselves which,
by construction, we have access to. On the other hand, those
documents that do not contain any markings only can be
traced through content-based copy detection and recognition
approaches such as documents in Fig. 1.
Regardless of the general philosophy, several near-duplicate

detection and retrieval methods (NDDR) have been introduced
in the last few years for a variety of applications. NDDR
methods have been used for consumer photograph collections
organization [15], [16], multimedia linking [17], copyright
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Fig. 1. Near-duplicate tree of a document and its transformations according to the formalism presented in Joly et al. [2]. If we can embed a marking on a given
document, we can track its transformations easily. On the other hand, when no markings are available or possible, we can only use content-based copy detection
and recognition methods.

infringement detection in images or videos [18]–[20], and
forged image detection [13], [21].
As a matter of fact, in the past decade we have seen some

exceptional progress toward the development of efficient and
effective systems to identify the cohabiting versions of a given
document in the wild. However, only recently have there been
the first attempts to go beyond NDDR, with attempts to iden-
tify the structure of relationships within a set of near-duplicates
[3]–[5].
Kennedy et al. [5] were the pioneers at addressing the

problem of parent-child relationships between pairs of im-
ages. The authors claim that although we might not know the
correct parent-child relationship between two images, their
low-level pixels content give significant clues about plausible
parent-child relationships. In addition, there is an important
observation that image manipulations are directional: a highly
manipulated version of an image cannot derive a child with less
manipulation artifacts.
Kennedy et al. propose to detect plausible parent-child re-

lationships within a set of images with the use of several spe-
cialized detectors (e.g., scaling, cropping, overlay, color pro-
cessing). Across several related images, the detectors responses
give rise to a graph structure, denoted a visual migration map
(VMM), representing an approximation of the history of the im-
ages. On a VMM, a directional edge exists between two images
if and only if all the detectors agree about the direction of ma-
nipulations . Nodes with a high number of incoming
edges may correspond to images with high probability of being
the result of imagemanipulations. On the other hand, nodes with
several outgoing edges may represent images closer to the orig-
inal version.
Relying only on directional processing information of pairs

of images is rather limiting. With a VMM there is no measure
of confidence for a plausible parent-child relationship or even
candidate parameters for the family of transformations that lead
a parent image to its resulting offspring. Without such infor-

mation, Kennedy et al.’s approach is useful to point out pos-
sible candidates of either highly manipulated or original im-
ages, but not appropriate to infer the phylogeny of a given set
of near-duplicates.
Different from the VMM proposed by Kennedy et al. [5], re-

cently two research groups have concurrently focused on the
discovery of the structure of dependencies within a set of images
and on the underlying conditions of such dependencies [3], [4].
De Rosa et al. [4] aim at exploring image relationships based
on the conditional probability of dependency between two im-
ages. They use two separate components: the images’ content
and their content-independent counterparts.
After considering a real forensic case [6], our group [3] has

been investigating the use of graph theory and computer vision
approaches to identify the generating structure of modifications
to images. Please refer to Sections III and IV for more details
about our proposed approach for this problem.
De Rosa et al. [4] propose to detect the image dependencies

within a set of images , hypothesizing that any image
can be univocally described as the composition of two separable
and independent parts: (the content of the real scene) and

(content-independent or random part of the image) such as
, . Therefore, to verify the dependency

between two images and , the authors consider that the
images’ mutual information can be expressed as the sum of the
mutual information between the content-based components and
the content-independent components.
To simplify the hypothesis testing for determining the de-

pendency between two images, the authors consider a family
of image processing functions and assume that if there is a de-
pendency between two images and , one of the two
images can be obtained approximately by applying some of the
available image processing functions to the other image. The
authors rely on the content part of the images to instantiate the
family of functions. After the transformation of one of the im-
ages to the other using the instantiated image processing func-
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tions, the authors calculate the correlation coefficient between
the two images based on their content-independent parts. As the
method is asymmetric, the authors choose the direction and cor-
relation value of highest response.
After analyzing all possible pairs of images in , the authors

are left with a dependency graph whose nodes represent images
and edges denote the dependency correlation value of the im-
ages. As a further processing of the graph, the authors eliminate
loops and also edges lower than a specified threshold. In their
initial work, De Rosa et al. [4] use a family of image processing
functions comprising scaling, rotation, cropping, color transfer,
and JPEG compression.
As De Rosa et al.’s approach [4] is related to ours, it is impor-

tant to point out some of their differences. First, our image phy-
logeny approach does not rely on any independent component
of the image. Relying on such information makes it difficult to
differentiate near duplicates acquired by the same device under
similar, but different, conditions. Second, our approach uses the
complete matrix of dissimilarities to make decisions globally in-
stead of locally eliminating edges. Section VI-C compares the
approaches we introduce in this paper to De Rosa et al.’s. Fi-
nally, we introduce a series of quantitative evaluation metrics
and explore the behavior of the algorithms with missing links
and roots.

III. IMAGE PHYLOGENY

An image phylogeny tree describes the structure of trans-
formations and the evolution of near-duplicate images. In this
paper, the algorithm builds upon an initial set of near-duplicates
and a dissimilarity function that yields small values for or-
dered pairs that are likely father and son on the tree, and large
values for ordered pairs that are unlikely so.
Let be an image transformation from a family . We de-

fine a dissimilarity function between two images and as
the minimum

(1)

for all possible values of that parameterizes . Equation (1)
measures the amount of residual between the best transforma-
tion of to , according to the family of operations , and
itself. The comparison is made possible using any point-wise

comparison method in the end.
The dissimilarity function is not a distance and does

not form a metric space [22] along the images—it does not sat-
isfy the symmetry and triangle-inequality properties. For ex-
ample, for the symmetry property case, if the family of transfor-
mations represents only the spatial rescaling operation in im-
ages, reducing the spatial resolution (downsampling) is different
than increasing the spatial resolution (upsampling). When
and have different dimensions, would calculate the
image metric of the residual on ’s image dimensions, while

would calculate the image metric of the residual on ’s
image dimensions.

IV. IMAGE PHYLOGENY RECONSTRUCTION PROCESS

There are two important and independent factors in the
process of reconstructing the image phylogeny tree from a set

of near-duplicate images: the tree-building algorithm and the
dissimilarity function.
An exceptional dissimilarity function can make a mediocre

method shine, while not even the best technique will be able to
properly work with an inadequate dissimilarity function.
In this context, our contribution in this paper is threefold: 1)

We propose a principled way to build the dissimilarity matrix
measuring how likely a pair of images is related in the tree;

2) we propose an algorithm for the construction of image phy-
logeny trees based on a modified version of a minimum span-
ning tree algorithm [23]; and 3) we formally define an evalua-
tion methodology for assessing contributions for this relatively
new problem.

A. Overview of Dissimilarity Matrix Construction

Given a set of near-duplicate images, our first task toward
building up the image phylogeny tree is to calculate the dissim-
ilarity between every pair of such images. For that we need to
consider a good set of possible image transformations, , from
which one image can generate a descendant. The use of fami-
lies of transformations has been initially proposed in the image
registration literature [24], [25]. In addition, De Rosa et al. [4]
were the first to use this idea to estimate dissimilarities in image
phylogeny.
There are countless possible transformations an image can

undergo to create a near-duplicate of itself. The family of image
transformations that we consider in this paper is as follows.
1) Resampling: the image can be resampled (up or down).
2) Cropping: the image can be cropped.
3) Affine Warping (including rotation, translation, and
off-diagonal correction): the image can be rotated, trans-
lated or even slightly distorted.

4) Brightness and Contrast: the image pixels’ color can be
adjusted through brightness and contrast operations.

5) Lossy Compression: the image is be compressed using the
standard lossy JPEG algorithm.

Given any pair of images and , our first task con-
sists of estimating the possible values of that parameterizes
that best approximates image onto through the dis-

similarity function [see (1)], according to the
chosen point-wise comparison method . As the dissimilarity
is not symmetric, we also calculate that parameterizes and
best approximates image onto .
To estimate the possible values that best approximates

image onto , we:
1) calculate the corresponding points between images and

using the speeded-up robust features (SURF) algorithm
[26];

2) robustly estimate the affine warping transformation param-
eters which includes translation, rotation, off-diagonal cor-
rection, and resampling operations for image with re-
spect to taking the corresponding points into consider-
ation and using Random Sampling Consensus (RANSAC)
algorithm [27];

3) calculate the mean and variance of each ’s color
channel and normalize image ’s color channels using
such measures;
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4) compress the result of steps 2) and 3) according to ’s
quantization table;

Step 1) above gives candidate points to estimate the resam-
pling and cropping operations for with respect to . How-
ever, these points are likely unstable and we need to robustly
filter them in Step 2). At this point, we are able to resample
and crop image with an affine warp robustly estimated with
RANSAC and the local feature descriptors calculated in Step 1).
In Step 3), we perform pixel intensity normalization of image

according to the color channels’ mean and variance.
Step 4) compresses image according to ’s quantization
table. Finally, to calculate the dissimilarity between both im-
ages, we uncompress both of them and calculate their point-wise
dissimilarity using the standard minimum squared error (MSE)
as the technique .
Note that the experimental procedure that generates the

synthetic data (Section V-D) applies more complex transfor-
mations (for example, nonlinear gamma correction) than the
family implemented in the dissimilarity matrix estimation.
This simulates real case situations, where we do not have any
prior knowledge regarding the image relationships nor their
transformations.
To avoid extra possible bias, we use OpenCV2 algorithms

for the estimation of the dissimilarity matrix while for the data
sets’ generation process uses ImageMagick3 algorithms; see
Section V-D for further details.
The final product of the transformation estimations for every

pair of near-duplicate images is the dissimilarity matrix upon
which we can calculate the image phylogeny tree as we describe
next.
In this paper, we do not model the overlay of text or logos,

since we do not focus on the construction of the dissimilarity
function and families of transformations. Nevertheless, when
this type of modification is aimed at watermarking/signing the
image, it is applied in small areas on the borders of the images
as not to destroy the content—in this case, the error of not mod-
eling the transformation would not dominate the value of the
dissimilarity estimate.

B. Image Phylogeny Algorithm—Oriented Kruskal

The algorithm used to create image phylogeny trees is as im-
portant as the dissimilarity matrix related to the image near-
duplicates under analysis. In Section IV-A, we explained how to
build a dissimilarity matrix from image near-duplicates taking
into consideration a family of transformations. In this section,
we introduce an algorithm for the construction of image phy-
logeny trees based on a modified version of a minimum span-
ning tree algorithm [23]. The original method as proposed in
[23] is an exact algorithm for the problem of finding a minimum
spanning tree in a non-oriented graph. However, the problemwe
have here consists of a graph with edges orientation.

2http://sourceforge.net/projects/opencvlibrary/
3http://www.imagemagick.org

In the literature, the problem called optimal branching (OB)
deals with the construction of minimum spanning trees on di-
rected graphs with known roots. Edmonds [28] and, indepen-
dently, Chu and Liu [29], proposed an algorithm where
is the number of vertices and the number of edges. This al-

gorithm was further improved [30]–[32] and the best known im-
plementation [32] has complexity. In the image
phylogeny scenario, we have complete graphs, represented by
the full dissimilarity matrix , so basic
OB would have a complexity of . Additionally, we would
need to run OB once for each possible root in the tree, leading
to a final complexity of .
In this paper, we adopt a different strategy. We propose a

heuristic to deal with this problem which we called Oriented
Kruskal that does not assume the knowledge of the root. It finds
the root and builds the oriented tree in a single execution with
complexity . Additionally, the implementation of
our algorithm is simpler than OB’s, since it does not require a
Fibonacci Heap [33].
Although our interpretation of a tree is that the transformation

goes from the parent to its child representing the changes of the
images, the data structure in our approach keeps the opposite
relationship, the edges pointing from child to parent. Recall that
in the definition of a tree, each node has exactly one parent,
except the root which has no parent.
Given a dissimilarity matrix built upon a set of near-du-

plicate images, the Oriented Kruskal algorithm starts with a
forest in which each node (image near-duplicate) is the root of
a tree with just one element. Next, the algorithm sorts all po-
sitions of from lowest to highest dissimilarity values.
The algorithm then analyzes each position according to
the sorted order, joining different trees and checking whether
or not the endpoints of the analyzed position is a root. The al-
gorithm stops when the number of edges in the tree is ,
where is the number of trees we are interested in. If ,
we believe the images under analysis have a common source
and, consequently, one IPT. If we can gather further information
about the process, we can have a set of IPTs. We discuss this in
Section VI-C.
Algorithm 1 presents the operations step-by-step. Lines 1–3

of Algorithm 1 initialize the tree vector with initial trees,
each one containing a vertex representing an image. Each posi-
tion tree[i] identifies the parent of a node with . At
the end, tree contains the tree(s) representations. For instance,

represents a tree with three vertices such that
vertex 1 is the root of the tree and also the parent of vertex 2,
which in turn, is the parent of vertex 3.
The for loop in Lines 6–16 examines matrix positions in order

of dissimilarity, from lowest to highest. The for loop checks, for
each position , if the endpoints and do not belong to the
same tree (Test I) and if is the root of a tree (Test II). If so, we
can add the oriented edge to the forest. Otherwise, we
discard such a position.
In the end, all the nodes are connected by

edges forming a set of trees.
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Fig. 2. Simulation of Oriented Kruskal algorithm to construct an IPT from a dissimilarity matrix.

Algorithm 1 Oriented Kruskal

Require: number of near-duplicate images

Require: an dissimilarity matrix and the number
of required IPTs

1: for do Initialization

2:

3: end for

4: sort positions of into nondecreasing
order

5: Controls stopping criterium

6: for each position do

7: if then Test I: joins different trees

8: if then Test II: endpoint must be a root

9:

10:

11: end if

12: end if

13: if then
edges were already added

14: return Returning the final IPTs

15: end if

16: end for

The running time depends on how we implement the Root
function. If we use a disjoint-set-forest with the union-by-rank
and path-compression heuristics, we can implement such a
function very efficiently [34].
Lines 1–3 take time to initialize the tree vector. Line

4 takes to sort the matrix positions since we have
relevant positions when analyzing near-duplicate im-

ages. Lines 6–16 take to check any position, where
is the inverse of the Ackermann function. The amortized

cost for finding the root using an implementation with union-by-
rank and path-compression heuristic is [34]. Finally, since

, the total Oriented Kruskal’s running time is

, similar to the well-known, and not oriented, min-
imum spanning tree algorithm proposed by Kruskal [23].
Simulation of Algorithm for One IPT: Fig. 2 depicts the exe-

cution of the proposed algorithm for a toy example with
near-duplicate images. The algorithm initially receives a dissim-
ilarity matrix that captures the dissimilarities between each
pair of near-duplicates and the desired number of IPTs, in this
example, .
The first step of the algorithm initializes a forest with

roots, one for each duplicate and sorts all the positions
in the dissimilarity matrix according to their dissimilarity
value. Thereafter, the algorithm starts the construction of the
IPT taking each position at a time and performing the re-
quired tests to ensure it can safely insert the tested position as
an oriented edge in the final answer. The algorithm
first selects the position (6,1) with the lowest dissimilarity value

. Since this position connects two disjoint trees
(Test I) and the endpoint 1 is a root (Test II), it is selected. The
same happens with the position (4,5).
The algorithm then tests position (4,1) with dissimilarity 16.

Since the endpoint 1 is not a root (it belongs to a tree with root
6), it is discarded. The algorithm proceeds with the selection of
the position (5,2) as an oriented edge and discarding the posi-
tion (6,5) because the endpoint 5 is not a root of any tree. After
discarding position (6,5), the algorithm selects the position (6,3)
with dissimilarity 22 as an oriented edge and discards the posi-
tion (2,4) because it joins two nodes belonging to the same tree.
Finally, the algorithm ends in Step 8, when testing the position
(4,6) with dissimilarity 27.

V. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

In this section, we present the methodology we use to validate
the techniques we discuss in this paper. Such methodology and
data sets set forth a possible standardization of this relatively
new problem allowing researchers to have a concrete measure
of progress.
For the image phylogeny tree reconstruction problem, it is im-

portant to evaluate solutions under two complementary vantage
points: with controlled scenarios in which we can devise sev-
eral objective measures and also with uncontrolled scenarios in
which we have no clue about the possible transformations of a
set of image near-duplicates.
In this paper, we deal with both scenarios. For controlled en-

vironments we create a realistic data set with several transfor-
mations an image can undergo to generate a near-duplicate. We
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analyze the results using several quantitative measures of suc-
cess. We are also able to evaluate the behavior of the proposed
solutions when some of the connections in a phylogeny tree are
not present (e.g., when an image has a child and a grandchild
but the child is not present in the analyzed near-duplicate image
set).
Complementing the controlled environments, we also present

results considering an uncontrolled environment in which we
collect several images from the Internet with the same seman-
tical context but we have no clue whether or not they are related
at first place. For this challenging task, we also present a prin-
cipled way to check the reliability and performance of the pro-
posed approach.

A. Evaluation of Results on Controlled Environments

In this section, we introduce and describe four quantitative
metrics (root, edges, leaves, and ancestry) to evaluate a recon-
structed tree in scenarios where we have ground truth.
1) IPT Versus Reference IPT: In the first case we want to

compare a reconstructed IPT with its ground truth tree. For this
intent, we devise the metrics

If
Otherwise

Each of these metrics evaluates a different set of properties of
the results and together allow the practitioner to have a picture
of the reconstruction algorithm’s overall behavior. As in any de-
signed experiment, we can only calculate them if we do have the
real ground truth (controlled environment) to compare the esti-
mated result. In Section V-D, we report the methodological ap-
proach we used for obtaining this set of controlled experiments.
In order to describe the above evaluation metrics, we use the

illustrative example of Fig. 3 of an original image phylogeny
tree and its reconstructed version .
Considering the root evaluationmetric, the reconstructed tree

has the correct root node. According to the edges evaluation
metric, the reconstructed tree has

correct edges. In addition, the recon-
structed tree has of cor-
rect leaves. Finally, the reconstructed tree has
correct ancestors, where common ancestries are {(4,5), (4,2),
(6,1), (4,1), (6,3), (4,3), (4,6)}.
2) IPT Versus Reference IPF: Sometimes we might be

analyzing a set of near-duplicate images without the common
source of the images being present in the set. Although the
near-duplicates are all related, the tree’s root is not available.
In this case, we want to compare a reconstructed IPT with its
ground truth forest (IPF). For instance, suppose a common
source has three direct children but such a source is not

Fig. 3. On the left, an example of an original tree encompassing an original
image and its transformations to create near-duplicates. On the right, the re-
constructed phylogeny tree of transformations and near-duplications. On the
bottom, a table with details about the data structures necessary to run and eval-
uate an IPT reconstruction algorithm.

available for analysis. In this case, we need to compare this
reconstructed IPT to its original image phylogeny forest. For
this intent, we need to make slight changes to the above metrics:

If
Otherwise

According to the above metrics, if the IPT’s root is the root
of one of the trees in the reference forest, it is correct. If an edge
connects two nodes in the IPT and the same is true in the refer-
ence forest, it is correct. The same holds for leaves and ancestry
information. Fig. 4 shows an example of an original image phy-
logeny tree, its structure after the removal of the original root
and some other links giving rise to an image phylogeny forest
(IPF), and its reconstructed version.
Considering the metric, the re-

constructed tree has given that
the algorithm found one correct root from the reference
forest. According to the metric,
the reconstructed tree has

correct edges. In addition, the reconstructed tree has
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Fig. 4. On the top left, an example of a tree encompassing an original image and its transformations to create near-duplicates. In the middle, the image phylogeny
forest resulting from the removal of the white nodes of the original tree (left). On the right, the reconstructed phylogeny tree of transformations and near-duplica-
tions. On the bottom, a table with details about the data structures necessary to run and evaluate an IPT reconstruction algorithm in the scenario with missing links
in which the original root is not present.

of correct leaves. Finally, the reconstructed tree has
correct ancestors, where the

common ancestries are {(2,5), (2,11), (2,6), (3,8), (3,12)}.

B. Evaluation of Results on Uncontrolled Environments

For uncontrolled environments, we do not have any definitive
proof of a parent-child relationship between any two images.
Although we do not have the ground-truth for the image rela-
tionships within a set of possible near-duplicates , we are able
to define some metrics to evaluate the robustness of an image
phylogeny algorithm and its associated input dissimilarity ma-
trix. For that, we can select one image and artificially
generate a near-duplicate where denotes
a family of predefined operations and respective parameters
.
We devise four error metrics and one accuracy

metric (P) that compare the tree reconstructed from the original
set with the tree reconstructed from the augmented set with the
new near-duplicate .
1) is one if the new node is not a child of its gener-
ating node , and zero otherwise.

2) is one if the structure of the tree relating the nodes in
the original set changes with the insertion of the new node
in the set, and zero otherwise.

3) is one if the new node appears as a father of another
node on the original tree, and zero otherwise.

4) is one if the root of the reconstructed tree of the orig-
inal set is different from the root of the reconstructed tree
of the set augmented with , and zero otherwise.

5) is one if the reconstructed tree is perfect compared to the
original tree , and zero otherwise.

Fig. 5 shows one example for images. In this case, sup-
pose we select the Node 5 to artificially generate an offspring
(Node 7). After the insertion of Node 6 to the original tree, sup-
pose it changes according to the bottom part of Fig. 5. In this
case, we have a hit for errors because Node 7 ap-
pears as a child of Node 6 instead of Node 5, it changes the
structure of the initial tree and it appears as a father of Node 1.
However, the new node does not lead to a change in the original
tree’s root. Finally, since the node does not appear in the correct
position and changes the tree’s structure, the reconstruction is
not perfect .

C. Experimental Setup

We use four experimental scenarios to study the behavior of
our IPT(s) construction algorithm.
1) Controlled Environment with Complete Trees. In this
case, we have a controlled environment in which we know
a priori the ground truth of the image relationships. In ad-
dition, if we are evaluating the relationship of near-dupli-
cate images, there are no missing links between two given
nodes. In this experiment, we assess the quality of the re-
sults using themetrics we devised in Section V-A1 andOri-
ented Kruskal looks for one IPT .

2) Controlled Environment with Missing Links. Similar to
the previous experiment except nowwe can have trees with
missing links. It is possible to a parent node to have
a child and a grandchild but the link from to

is missing which means is not present in the set
of available images. With this analysis, we want to verify
if the proposed approach preserves the ancestry informa-
tion with missing pieces of the evolution. We evaluate two
possible subscenarios here: 1) missing links preserving the
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Fig. 5. Process of insertion of an artificial near-duplicate on an IPT recon-
structed with an image phylogeny algorithm.

Fig. 6. From an initial tree reconstructed with a given image phylogeny al-
gorithm (top), we randomly remove some nodes and generate the tree on the
bottom based on the tree’s ancestry information. Missing links experiences con-
sider the ancestry relations on the newly generated tree.

root (common source) and 2) missing links in which the
root is always missing. Here, Oriented Kruskal also looks
for one IPT . We assess the quality of the results
using the metrics we devised in Section V-A1 for the first
case and themetrics devised in Section V-A2 for the second
case.

3) Behavior on Multiple Sets of Near-duplicate Images.
The objective here is to verify if our approach is robust
enough to find the correct structure of near-duplicate im-
ages when there is more than one IPT present using the test
cases proposed by De Rosa et al. [4]. For reference, we also

TABLE I
TRANSFORMATIONS AND THEIR OPERATIONAL RANGES FOR

CREATING CONTROLLED DATA SET

show De Rosa et al.’s results [4]. For this experiment, Ori-
ented Kruskal looks for two IPTs .

4) Uncontrolled Environment. Here, do not have any prior
knowledge or ground-truth about the image’s relationships
(they do not necessarily represent an image near-duplicate
set). We evaluate the quality of the results using the metrics
described in Section V-B. In this case, Oriented Kruskal
looks for one IPT .

D. Data Sets

1) Controlled Data Set: To generate a near-duplicate an
image can undergo several possible transformations; however,
these transformation must not destroy the overall meaning of
the image otherwise it would not be considered a near-duplicate.
For the controlled scenario, we select typical transformations
an image can undergo such as: JPEG recompression with a
different quality factor, isotropic and anisotropic (different
scales for horizontal and vertical axis) resampling, contrast ad-
justment, brightness adjustment, nonlinear gamma correction,
rotation, translation, and cropping.
Table I shows the transformations and their operational

ranges for creating the controlled data set. The cropping
operation already includes translation since it is performed
with respect to the image center. We tried to select realistic
ranges in order to preserve image semantics while generating
near-duplicates.
All of these transformations can be combined in any form to

create a near-duplicate. In addition, the color transformations
can be performed either linearly or nonlinearly across the color
channels. All the near-duplicate generation process uses the al-
gorithms implemented in the ImageMagick Library. The pixel
interpolation method for resizing uses a Gaussian filter. Bright-
ness and contrast are globally applied to the image—they are
converted to offset and slope of a linear transform and then
applied using a polynomial function to each channel indepen-
dently. Finally, Gamma adjusts the image’s channel values
pixel-by-pixel according to a power law, (also applied
independently in each channel).
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Fig. 7. Examples of the ten target image groups (TG) for the uncontrolled scenario. Images are slightly distorted for displaying purposes. (a) Iranian missiles
; (b) Bush reading ; (c) WTC tourist ; (d) BP oil spill ; (e) Israeli–Palestinian peace talks ; (f) criminal record ; (g) Palin

and rifle ; (h) Beatles rubber ; (i) Kerry and Fonda ; (j) O. J. Simpson .

To create the data set, we selected 50 images from theUncom-
pressed Color Image Database (UCID) [35] which contains a
wide variety of images with 512 384-pixel resolution, without
compression artifacts. For reproducibility, we used the images
with where .
For each image, we have created trees with 10, 20, 30, 40, and

50 nodes (near-duplicate images) from 50 different tree topolo-
gies. A tree with 50 nodes represents an original image with its
forty-nine near-duplicates. For each topology, we created ten
different set of parameters also randomly selected from the pre-
defined parameter ranges. The final data set has 25 000 test cases
for each tree size. As we select five possible tree sizes, the final
data set has 125 000 test cases (50 images, 50 topologies, 10 sets
of parameters, 5 different tree sizes).
For the experiments with missing links retaining the root, we

selected all trees with 50 nodes (25 000) and randomly created
subsets of them with varying size ( with increments of
5). Therefore, the data set for the experiment with missing links
has 250 000 test cases (25 000 trees 10 missing links setups).
For each tree, we randomly select some nodes to remove (pre-
serving the original root) generating a tree withmissing links—a
tree with some missing connections. Then, we reconstruct the
tree with the remaining nodes and evaluate the reconstruction
process using the metrics we designed in Section V-A1 to com-
pare trees. Fig. 6 illustrates the process.
For the experiments with missing links always removing the

root, we selected all trees with 50 nodes (25 000) and randomly
created subsets of them with varying size ( with incre-
ments of 5) the same way as before (25 000 trees 10 missing
links setups) except that for each tree, we randomly select some
nodes to remove and always remove the original root gener-
ating a forest with missing links. The data set for the experiment
with missing links without the original root also has 250 000 test

cases. To evaluate the results, we use the metrics designed in
Section V-A2.
2) Uncontrolled Data Set: For the uncontrolled scenario, we

crawled ten target image groups from the Internet. An image
group is a group of images with the same semantical meaning
about which we can not tag as a near-duplicate set given that we
have no information about the image relations. Fig. 7 depicts the
target groups. For instance, the image group related to Iranian
missiles refers to 20 images of the Iranian missiles case [36].
The total number of images across the ten target groups is 187.
Since for each target group we create a direct descendant for

each image using five variation of parameters (c.f., Table I), we
have a data set with 187 5 935 images.4

VI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Controlled Environment With Complete Tree

This section evaluates the image phylogeny approach we in-
troduce in this paper. We evaluate trees of size 10, 20, 30, 40,
and 50 nodes. For each size, we have 25 000 possible trees
varying the original image, tree topologies, and sets of genera-
tion transformation parameters as we discussed in Section V-D.
Fig. 8 depicts the summary results for our approach in the

controlled environment with complete tree. In the plot, the
-axis denotes the number of nodes in the tested tree while the
-axis denotes the percentage of correct reconstruction (score)
according to the four metrics (root, edges, leaves, and ancestry)
we devised in Section V-A1.
Regardless of the tree size, the proposed approach correctly

finds the root with more than 98.5% accuracy. The same holds

4The necessary information with respect to the used data sets is available in
http://www.ic.unicamp.br/~rocha/pub/communications.html.
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Fig. 8. Summary results for the introduced approach for the scenario with no
missing links.

for the edges, leaves, and ancestry information in which the pro-
posed approach finds the correct edges, leaves, and ancestries in
about 80% of the cases regardless of the tree size.
Another interesting form for evaluating the effectiveness of

an IPT reconstruction approach is to assess the average depth
of the tree in which it finds the correct root (the lower the av-
erage depth the better). If an algorithm finds the correct root at
depth zero, it means it correctly identified the root of the tree. In
this experiment, regardless of the tree size, the average depth at
which our solution finds the correct root is lower than 0.03.
If we have several images to analyze, knowing the most

probable images to be the root of an image phylogeny tree and
having reliable ancestry information are an important result
for forensics. With such knowledge we can reduce team effort
during investigation, or even design cascade detectors which,
at the initial levels, efficiently filter out several nodes. Nodes
requiring a more in-depth analysis are then processed in later
levels with more discriminative but more computationally
intensive detectors.

B. Controlled Environment With Missing Links

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the introduced
approach with respect to the reconstruction of the IPT when
some of the links are missing but the original root is always
present and also when we have missing links and the original
root is always missing.
Fig. 9 depicts the summary results for the proposed image

phylogeny approach in the scenario with missing links retaining
the root. In the plot, the -axis denotes the number of nodes
remaining in the tested tree after removing 50 nodes. For
instance, means we are evaluating a tree with 45 missing
nodes in the image phylogeny tree, while is the complete
tree. The -axis denotes the percentage of correct reconstruction
(score) according to the four metrics (root, edges, leaves, and
ancestry) we devised in Section V-A to compare two IPTs.
For trees with 35 missing nodes ( in the plot), the

proposed approach finds the root correctly for 94.2% of the test
cases and correctly finds more than 50% of the edges, leaves,
and ancestry information. For trees with 20 missing links (

Fig. 9. Summary results for the introduced approach for the scenario with
missing links preserving the root.

Fig. 10. Summary results for introduced approach for the scenario withmissing
links always removing the root.

in the plot), the solution correctly finds the root in 96.9% of
the cases.
When we compare Figs. 8 and 9, we can draw some inter-

esting conclusions for the forensics scenario. First, Oriented
Kruskal algorithm is specially good at identifying the root of the
trees regardless of the number of missing links. When dealing
with Internet cases, this feature is of particular interest since the
lack of information does not hinder the identification process.
Second, the algorithm performs reasonably well even in the
case where 90% of the tree structure is missing—the Oriented
Kruskal algorithm correctly identifies 45.1% of edges, 53.6% of
leaves, and 54.7% of the ancestry information when 45 pieces
of information out of 50 are missing.
Fig. 10 depicts the summary results for the proposed image

phylogeny solution in the scenario with missing links always
removing the root. In this case, we need to compare a recon-
structed IPT with an original forest (IPF). For that, we use
the four metrics devised in Section V-A2 ( , ,

, and ) to compare IPTs and IPFs.
In this comparison, regardless of the number of missing links,

the ancestry information with respect to the reference forest cor-
rectly found is close to 90%. For instance, in the case with 40
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Fig. 11. Ground truth and the reconstructed trees for the approach proposed by De Rosa et al. [4] and for Oriented Kruskal. Each test case has two trees with five
nodes. De Rosa et al.’s algorithm has the same error for the second tree in both test cases. Highlighted nodes represent mistakes. (a) Ground truth. (b) De Rosa et
al. [4]. (c) Oriented Kruskal—test cases 1 (left) and 2 (right).

missing nodes including the root ( in the plot), the algo-
rithm correctly finds 88.5% of ancestry information. This strong
result shows that even in the case where the original root is
missing along with several other nodes, the algorithm is robust
enough to analyze which node is related to each other correctly
finding their ancestry connections.
Although the root information in this difficult scenario is not

as high as when the original root is present, the average depth
for finding one of the roots of the original IPF is less than 1.0,
regardless of the number of missing links, which is still very
low. Also, for 35 missing nodes or less, the algorithm finds the
correct root in more than 50% of the cases.
The results above considering missing links with the original

root also missing are especially important for forensics analysis
where we have to investigate a set of images with similar seman-
tics but we are clueless about their relationships. Even without
any information, the algorithm performs reasonably well. Fi-
nally, as expected the results improve with less missing infor-
mation even when the original root is not present.

C. Behavior on Multiple Sets of Near-Duplicate Images

In this section, we present test results for our approach in
a scenario where there is more than one distinct set of near-
duplicate images. In this case, the goal here is to verify if our
approach is robust enough to find the correct structure of near-
duplicate images when there is more than one IPT present. In
this test, we use the test cases proposed by De Rosa et al. [4]
and we also show their results for reference. Such a comparison,
however, must not be taken as definitive but rather as illustrative
of the two main methods in image phylogeny literature to date.
In their work [4], De Rosa et al. propose two controlled test

cases. Each test case contains two original images and four
near-duplicates (descendants) generated through any combina-
tion of compression, histogram stretching, rotation, and scaling
operations. The first test (defined as easy by the authors) has
two original images (roots) which depict the same scene with a
slight difference in perspective and are acquired with different
cameras. The second test case (deemed hard by the authors) has
two original images depicting the very same visual content and
are acquired with the same digital camera.
Fig. 11(a) depicts the ground truth for the two trees (both

test cases share the same tree’s structure). Fig. 11(b) and (c)
and Table II compare De Rosa et al.’s approach to our pro-
posed solution both visually and in terms of the metrics devised

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF DE ROSA ET AL.’S [4] AND ORIENTED KRUSKAL

ALGORITHMS FOR IMAGE PHYLOGENY TREE

in Section V-A. The ground truth depicted in Fig. 11(a) shows
there are two roots to be found (Node 1 and Node 2), five leaves
(Nodes {5,6,8,9,10}), eight edges

, and 12
ancestors (the direct ancestors given by the edges plus {(5,1),
(6,1), (10,2), (10,4)}).
De Rosa et al.’s algorithm [4] finds 1/2 correct roots in both

test cases or 50%. Also, for both test cases, the algorithm finds
7/9 correct edges or 77.8% [it changes edges (7 2) by (2
7)], 5/5 correct leaves or 100%, and 10/15 correct ancestors or
66.7% [it mixes the ancestors (7,2) and (8,2) with (2,7), (4,7),
and (10,7)].
To compare the introduced approach to the one presented by

De Rosa et al. [4], we run Oriented Kruskal with . Ori-
ented Kruskal finds 2/2 correct roots in both test cases, i.e.,
100%. For Test Case 1, the algorithm finds 7/9 correct edges
or 77.8% [it changes edges (10 4) by (10 8)], 4/6 leaves
or 66.7%, and 11/14 correct ancestors or 78.6% [it mixes the
ancestors (10,4), (10,7), and (10,8)]. For Test Case 2, the algo-
rithm achieves perfect reconstruction according to all the met-
rics considered.
When the family of transformations of the dissimilarity func-

tion is powerful enough to capture the difference between the
different trees, finding the correct in order to perform the IPTs
reconstruction is an outlier detection problem. In the simplest
case, a forensics investigator may have some hint about the
number of groups in the set of near-duplicate images he has to
analyze and set accordingly. Another possibility is to investi-
gate clustering algorithms over the dissimilarity matrix to gain
some information about groups of images that share relations.
Finally, this flexibility is also useful if we want to investigate
possible groups of related images changing progressively and
following the merging process of the trees.
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TABLE III
ORIENTED KRUSKAL IPT ALGORITHM RESULTS FOR UNCONSTRAINED SCENARIO

In the first test case above, the first processed edge (4 2)
has a dissimilarity value of 0.011, followed by (8 7) with
the same dissimilarity. Then edge (3 1) is processed with
dissimilarity 0.018 and so on until edge (9 1) is processed
with dissimilarity 0.046. At this point, the algorithm has inserted

edges and has found two IPTs. If we wanted only one IPT,
the next edge to process would be (1 7) with dissimilarity
value 0.184, which would connect the two IPTs.
For Test Case 2, the eighth processed edge (2 1) has a

dissimilarity of 0.057 and the ninth edge (2 1), which would
connect the two trees, has a dissimilarity of 0.062. As the
algorithm stops before processing such an edge.
Finally, this experiment corroborates the good results ob-

tained with our approach in the previous sections. Interestingly,
our method has a perfect reconstruction for the Test Case 2
which is the most difficult according to De Rosa et al. [4]. In
both test cases, the algorithm correctly finds the roots with only
a few errors in the ancestry hierarchy for Test Case 1 and none
for Test Case 2.
According to De Rosa et al. [4], Test Case 1 is simpler given

that it contains two near-duplicate image sets coming from im-
ages of different cameras. This seems to be in line with what
our algorithm has found. The high dissimilarity value between
node 1 and node 7 is the connecting point between the two IPTs
if we force the algorithm to yield only one IPT.

D. Uncontrolled Environment

In this section, we present results for the uncontrolled sce-
nario in which we do not have any prior knowledge about the
relationships of a given set of images and use the data set of
Section V-D. The data set has ten target image groups with
varying numbers of elements. Recall that each image group con-
tains several images with the same semantics collected from the
Internet. For this analysis, we use themethodologywe discussed
in SectionV-B inwhich for each possible image in a target group
we artificially generate a direct duplicate and compare the tree
before the duplication with the tree after the insertion of such
duplicate.
Table III presents the results for the unconstrained scenario

using the proposed IPT approach. The results show the method
is robust to the insertion of an artificial node. It finds the correct
relationship for the artificial node with a perfect reconstruction
rate of with no further change to the original tree.
The best result is achieved with the target groups

while the target groups presented the worse results.
Even for the more difficult target groups, the solution achieves
a reconstruction rate of .
In only 0.2% of the cases the introduced approach changes the

original root after the insertion of an artificial created node—an
important achievement for forensics. This means the introduced
IPT algorithm is stable when analyzing sets of related images.
In addition, in only 6.8% of the tests, the solution changes the
original tree structure or inserts the artificial created node
not as a leaf of the tree . Finally, the approach finds the
correct parent of the artificial node for about 76.5% of the test
cases .

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we tackled the problem of identifying the image
relationships within a set of near-duplicate images, which we
named IPT.
We presented a principled way to calculate a dissimilarity

matrix which measures the relationship between every pair of
images in a set of near-duplicate images. For that, we accounted
for the most probable transformations an image undergoes when
generating an offspring, namely compression, resampling after
affine warping and crop, and channel-wise pixel normalization.
We also proposed an algorithm to reconstruct image phylogeny
trees named Oriented Kruskal.
We validated our approach on both controlled and uncon-

trolled environments with more than 625 000 test cases. In this
sense, this paper presents a significant improvement over our
previous work [3] not only in the experimentation but also in
the proposed solutions.
There are several immediate applications for our work. In a

forensic scenario in which the task is to trace back the original
document of a chain of possible modifications, our approach
might be of vital importance since it robustly estimates a dis-
similarity matrix for a given set of near-duplicates and is ef-
fective at finding the root of the near-duplicate’s tree. For copy-
right enforcement, our solution might be interesting to find all
the individuals in the tree that actually changed the document.
In this task, the proposed approach might be useful since it is
able to point out the ancestry information even when there are
some missing pieces of information.
Another contribution of our paper is the introduction of quan-

titative measures for the controlled and uncontrolled validation
scenarios. We release a set of scripts to generate the NDDR sets
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used in this paper and scripts that calculate the different error
metrics of a reconstructed tree. This will allow fair comparisons
for the community’s future contributions on this relatively new
problem.
This paper focuses on the IPT reconstruction from the dis-

similarity matrix, but there is still the question of how different
families of transformations impact the quality of reconstruction
and whether we should use the image content or the sensor in-
formation. Also, a future direction of investigation includes ap-
proaches that automatically find the number of trees, , in a set
of images with similar semantics.
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